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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present new range acquisition and 3D reconstruc-
tion methods that are capable of modeling specular objects. Multi-
peak range imaging, a new concept in range data collection that
accounts for the effects of interreflections, is used to acquire range
data of an object. False measurements caused by interreflections
are then iteratively eliminated by using constraints based on lo-
cal smoothness and global consistency. Experimental results show
that our method can generate accurate and reliable 3D models of
objects of complex shapes with specular surfaces.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been considerable interest in constructing
accurate three-dimensional models of real-world objects for appli-
cations where the focus is primarily on visualization of the objects
by humans. This interest is fueled by the technological advances
in range sensors and the rapid increase of computing power. Re-
searchers have shown that the state-of-the-art techniques can now
construct detailed 3D models of objects ranging from small fig-
urines to large statues. Although they have established the feasi-
bility of constructing accurate 3D models, there still remain several
challenging issues. One of these challenging issues is a result of
the fact that many objects have surface materials that are not ideal
for range sensors. Various surface properties that cause difficul-
ties in range imaging include specular surfaces, highly absorptive
surfaces, translucent surfaces, and transparent surfaces. Some re-
searchers have tried to simply do away with such surface-related
problems by painting the object or coating the objects with remov-
able powder to ensure that the surfaces reflect the light source dif-
fusely. Obviously, this approach is not desirable and may not even
be feasible for real-world objects outside the laboratory.

Of the various surface-related properties we mentioned above,
surface specularity is one of the more problematic material prop-
erties. Specularity causes interreflections (i.e., mutual reflections)
that give rise to ghosts in the measured structured-light data. De-
pending on the extent of specularity, the presence of these ghosts
can make it difficult to localize a data point that corresponds to the
object point that was actually illuminated.

The effect of interreflections with a typical optical triangula-
tion range sensor is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Laser is projected onto
a specular object as shown. Some of the laser light scatters off
the object in the form of a diffuse reflection, while the rest scatters
off to illuminate another part of the object. This secondary illumi-
nation can also get partly reflected in a diffuse manner, with the
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Fig. 1. (a): Due to the interreflection, three illuminated points are ob-
served by the CCD.(b): The same object point as in (a) is being scanned
from a different position where the dotted line indicates the position in
(a). Only the coordinates of the range measurements from true illuminated
points (p1

1andp2
1) are consistent.

rest of it creating a tertiary illumination for yet another part of the
object. That illumination can create yet another diffuse reflection
visible to the camera. When such a scene is captured by a CCD
camera, three illuminated points will be observed. Choosing the
point with the highest intensity value – which is the standard ap-
proach of peak detection – does not guarantee that this is the true
illuminated point. If one of the illuminated points caused by in-
terreflection is chosen, an erroneous coordinate (p1

2 or p1
3) will be

computed as the object surface point. From now on, we will refer
to the illuminated points caused directly by the light source as the
true illuminated points, and the illuminated points caused by the
interreflections as the false illuminated points.

As an improvement over the conventional methods for structured-
light range imaging, in this paper we propose new range acquisi-
tion and 3D reconstruction methods that can also handle surface
specularities. The contribution of this paper is two-fold: (1) a
new range acquisition method that accounts for the effects of inter-
reflections without using any special hardware; and (2) a new 3D
reconstruction method that iteratively eliminates measurements pro-
duced by interreflections and refines the registration of multiple
range images.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1. Range Acquisition of Specular Objects

Determining the shape of specular objects has long been a chal-
lenging problem in computer vision. Nayaret al. [6] proposed an
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iterative algorithm that recovers the shape and reflectance proper-
ties of surfaces in the presence of interreflections. This algorithm
is useful for the shape-from-intensity approach to range acquisi-
tion; this approach, however, does not produce dense and accurate
range maps compared to the optical triangulation methods. Ad-
ditionally, the proposed algorithm was tested only on Lambertian
surfaces of simple geometry.

Clark et al. [4] developed a laser scanning system that uses
polarization analysis to disambiguate the true illuminated points
from those caused by interreflections. Their system was tested
on shiny aluminum objects with concavities, and false illuminated
points were successfully discriminated. However, the system re-
quires special equipment such as linear polarizers, and multiple
images need to be captured at each position of the laser. In their
experiment, three images were acquired at three different angles
of the linear polarizer.

Trucco and Fisher [7] proposed a number of consistency tests
for acquiring reliable range images of specular objects. Their range
sensor consists of two CCD cameras observing a laser stripe from
opposite sides. The consistency tests are based on the fact that
the range measurements obtained from the two cameras will be
consistent only if the measurements correspond to the true illu-
minated point. Their method was tested on a polished aluminum
block with holes. However, their method does not consider the
situation where more than one illuminated point is observed, for
example, the case illustrated earlier in Fig. 1(a). The consistency
tests, therefore, are applied only to the measurement correspond-
ing to a single illuminated point observed per camera scan line.
In our experiments, we have noticed that the illuminated points
caused by interreflections occur very frequently in the vicinity of
the true illuminated points, and thus they are seen together along
the same camera scan line. Eliminating all points whenever multi-
ple peaks are observed in the same camera scan line may result in
too few range measurements.

2.2. 3D Reconstruction

Much prior work has been done in 3D reconstruction of object
models from range images. Due to the space limit, we will there-
fore refer the reader to a good survey paper [3].

3. RANGE ACQUISITION AND 3D RECONSTRUCTION
METHODS

3.1. Overview

Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of our system. First, several scans
from different viewpoints are performed so that the entire surface
of the object can be captured. For each scan, the multi-peak range
imaging as explained in Section 3.2 is carried out to account for the
effects of interreflections. The local smoothness test (Section 3.3)
is then invoked. This test iteratively eliminates all points that are
determined to be locally non-smooth. The determination is made
while estimating surface normals.

After performing the steps described above for each scan, the
registration (Section 3.4) of all the range data acquired fromN dif-
ferent views is carried out first interactively to yield approximate
registration, and then via a multiview registration step to fine-tune
the registration. The isolated region test (Section 3.5) is then ap-
plied to the registered data which eliminates all isolated region
points. The global consistency test (Section 3.6) is then followed.

Multiview Registration

Scan 1

Scan N

NO
Converge

Multi−Peak Range Imaging

Local Smoothness Test

Interactive Registration

YES

NO

3D Model

Global Consistency Test

Converge

Integration

Isolated Region Test

Fig. 2. System Overview

The test eliminates the points that are determined to be highly in-
consistent based on two criteria – namely the coordinate and the
visibility consistency – using the information of all the range data
collected from theN viewpoints. If any points were eliminated
during the above two tests, the multiview registration step is car-
ried out again on the new data set followed by another application
of the isolated region test and the global consistency test. This
iteration is continued until no points are eliminated. Finally, the
integration is performed on the resulting output. We adapted the
method of Curless and Levoy [5] for the integration.

3.2. Multi-Peak Range Imaging

Multi-peak range imaging is a new concept in range data collec-
tion that accounts for the effects of interreflections. The basic idea
is to store multiple measurements per rigel (i.e., range image ele-
ment) if multiple peaks are detected in the same camera scan line.
Existing peak detection algorithms usually search for the highest
intensity peak in each scan line. If that peak’s intensity value is
higher than some predetermined threshold, its image coordinates
are converted into the world coordinates of the corresponding ob-
ject point. However, as we already mentioned before, choosing
the highest intensity peak does not guarantee that this is the true
illuminated point especially when strong specular reflections are
present. Multi-peak range imaging, by storing multiple range mea-
surements computed from all the detected peaks, guarantees that
one of them is an object point that corresponds to a true illumi-
nated point if it exists. A simple data structure such as a linked-list
can be used to store multiple range measurements.

We have experimented with several peak detection methods
[8], and found that the center-of-mass method works most reli-
ably when interreflections are present. Our peak detection method
finds positions of multiple peaks by computing the center-of-mass
(or weighted average) of continuous pixels that satisfy both of the
following two conditions: (1) each pixel’s intensity value is greater
than a preset threshold, and (2) the intensity value is monotonically
increasing from each end of the continuous pixels to the highest in-
tensity pixel in the middle.

3.3. Local Smoothness Test

Local smoothness is a legitimate assumption we can make about
a true range measurement. That is, an object point must lie on a
smooth plane with respect to its neighbors. A common surface
normal estimation method computes the best fitting plane for a
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small window (e.g., 3×3 or 5×5) centered at the point of interest.
Thus we can carry out the local smoothness test while estimating
surface normals.

There are two constraints in the local smoothness test. The
first constraint states the condition that the number of elements in
a fitting window must be greater thanτmember; we shall discuss
how to select all the thresholds shortly. Valid data elements in a
fitting window are those that have distances to the point of interest
less than a thresholdτneighbor. In case multiple valid points exist
in a rigel, the one with the minimum distance is chosen.

The second constraint in the local smoothness test requires that
the fitting error of the best fitting plane be less thanτerror. All
range measurements that do not satisfy either of these two con-
straints are eliminated.

The thresholdτmember should be a number between 3 (small-
est number needed to compute best fitting plane) and the maximum
number of data elements in a fitting window (e.g., 25 for 5×5 win-
dow). In our experiments,τmember is set as 50% of the maxi-
mum number of data elements in a fitting window. The parameter
τneighbor represents the maximum distance allowed between any
two neighbors; thus it should be larger than the range sensor res-
olution. We empirically choseτneighbor to be four times the res-
olution. Finally,τerror should be set to eliminate the points with
large fitting errors; so we setτerror to be equal to the resolution.
In general, all the thresholds should be set in such a way that only
severely non-smooth points are eliminated in each iteration even if
this implies that only a small portion of false measurements will
be eliminated. In some sense, the main task of the local smooth-
ness test is to reduce the number of false measurements as much as
possible without eliminating true measurements so that the global
consistency test, which is computationally more expensive, would
have less burden.

When the local smoothness test converges, a weight (or confi-
dence value) is assigned to each range measurement. A common
approach is to take the dot product of the surface normal and the
direction of laser projection [9]. Since the accuracy of the surface
normal greatly influences the weight, and since the fitting error of
the best fitting plane is available from the previous local smooth-
ness test, we combine the dot product and the fitting error to com-
pute the weight. LetN be the surface normal,L the direction of
laser projection, andε the fitting error. A weight of a range mea-
surement is computed as

w = (N • L)(
τerror

τerror + ε
)

whereτerror is the fitting error threshold described in the local
smoothness test.

3.4. Registration

The registration process in our system consists of two steps: the
interactive step that yields approximate registration, and the multi-
view registration step which fine-tunes the registration. The inter-
active step allows a user to look at a set of range images that need
to be registered and to click on the corresponding points between
the anchor data set and the moving data set. The approximate reg-
istration provided by the human interaction serves as the initial
registration for the multiview registration step based on the ICP al-
gorithm. Our multiview registration is similar to the one proposed
by [2]. In eachi’th iteration of ICP, the correspondence between
two data sets is determined by two criteria: (1) the distance be-

tween two corresponding points must be less thanτ i
D, and (2) the

angle between surface normals be less thanτ i
θ. These thresholds

are dynamically set in each iteration by

τ i
D = µi−1

D + 3σi−1
D

τ i
θ = µi−1

θ + 3σi−1
θ

(1)

whereµi−1
D andσi−1

D are the mean and the standard deviation of
the distances between corresponding points at the previous itera-
tion i−1, and analogously,µi−1

θ andσi−1
θ for the angles of surface

normals. The two thresholds at the termination of the multiview
registration,τ t

D andτ t
θ , will be used in the following tests as val-

ues indicating approximate registration error.
Adapting from the method proposed by Benjemaa and Schmitt

[1], our multiview registration step randomizes the processing or-
der of range images to reduce any bias toward any particular range
image. Also, the weights of the range measurements are taken
into account when computing the transformation that minimizes
the distances between the corresponding points.

3.5. Isolated Region Test

The main purpose of the isolated region test is to eliminate all
points that are far separated from the true object points. The test
involves constructing a 3D volumetric grid that contains the en-
tire data with each voxel having a binary value 1 if any point ex-
ists in the voxel, and 0 otherwise. A voxel segmentation is then
performed to cluster connected voxels. In order to ensure that
true measurements belong to a common region, the resolution of
volumetric grid is set asmax(τ t

D, τneighbor)whereτ t
D is the dis-

tance threshold at the termination of multiview registration, and
τneighbor is the same threshold introduced in Section 3.3. The iso-
lated region test eliminates all measurements except the ones that
belong to the largest sized region. It should be noted that the test
assumes the entire surface of the object has been captured by mul-
tiple range images, and that these range images are approximately
registered.

3.6. Global Consistency Test

The global consistency test is based on two criteria: the coordinate
consistency and the visibility consistency.

3.6.1. Coordinate Consistency

The coordinate consistency states that the coordinates of true mea-
surements are always consistent between all registered range im-
ages that captured the same object surface. On the other hand, the
coordinates of false measurements are inconsistent since the lo-
cations where interreflections occur depend on the object surface
normal relative to the direction of the light source. For example,
consider the scene illustrated in Fig. 1(b) where the same object
shown in Fig. 1(a) is now being observed from a different view-
point. The dotted line represents the previous position of the object
in (a). Notice that the same object point is being sampled. As the
surface normal relative to the direction of the light source changes,
the bouncing light direction also changes, and creates one false il-
luminated point at a different location from the case shown in (a).
Consequently only the coordinatep1

1 is consistent with the coor-
dinatep2

1, assuming that the two range images are registered, and
all the other coordinatesp1

2, p1
3, andp2

2 are inconsistent with one
another.
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Let C represent the coordinate consistency, andw the weight.
Assuming we have range data fromN different views and there are
Mi range measurements ini’th view, the coordinate consistency of
j’th measurement fromi’th range image is defined as

C(pi
j) =

NX
k,k 6=i

MkX
l

δc(p
i
j , p

k
l )w(pk

l ) (2)

The test functionδc is given by

δc(p
i
j , p

k
l ) =

(
1 if D(pi

j , p
k
l ) < τ t

D and Θ(pi
j , p

k
l ) < τ t

θ

0 otherwise

whereD is the Euclidean distance function, andΘ the angle be-
tween surface normals.

3.6.2. Visibility Consistency

The second criterion of the global consistency test, we call it visi-
bility consistency, is based on the fact that the line space between
the sensor and a true measurement is empty, and that the line space
beyond a true measurement is invisible to the sensor. Consider the
example shown in Fig. 3 where an object has been scanned from
three different viewpoints using multi-peak range imaging. The
dotted lines represent line-of-sight (e.g., direction of laser projec-
tion). Suppose in the first scan, among other detected measure-
ments,p1

1 andp1
2 were detected in the same rigel due to interreflec-

tion. If p1
1 is a true measurement (we do not know yet which one

is true),p1
2 should not have been visible to the sensor. On the other

hand, ifp1
2 is a true measurement, the space atp1

1 should have been
empty. Thus,p1

1 andp1
2 are inconsistent with each other. In fact,

all multiple measurements in a same rigel are inconsistent among
themselves. Now, let’s consider the visibility consistency between
the first and the second view. For the reasons mentioned above,
there is a visibility inconsistency betweenp1

1 andp2
2, and between

p1
2 andp2

1. Notice that betweenp1
1 andp2

1, there is a coordinate
consistency. For another example, consider between the second
and the third view. A visibility inconsistency is observed between
p2
2 andp3

2, the visibility consistency is not violated betweenp2
1 and

p3
2.

In order to test the visibility consistency of a range measure-
mentpi

j , we first need to check for any measurements in the same
rigel; there is always a visibility inconsistency between measure-
ments in the same rigel. We then need to check for measurements
from other range images that lie on the line-of-sight wherepi

j was
sampled . The distance between each of those measurements and
the sensor along the line-of-sight need to be computed, and if this

distance is smaller than that betweenpi
j and the sensor, there is a

visibility inconsistency. Following the same notations as Eq. (2),
the visibility consistencyV is defined as

V(pi
j) =

NX
k

MkX
l

δv(pi
j , p

k
l )w(pk

l )

and the test functionδv is given by

δv(pi
j , p

k
l ) =

8>>><>>>:
−1 (1) if pi

j andpk
l are in the same rigelor

(2) if pk
l is on the line-of-sight ofpi

j and

ri(pi
j) > ri(pk

l )

0 otherwise

whereri is the distance to the sensor ofi’th view. Notice thatV
can only have a zero or a negative value since the test functionδv

checks for visibility inconsistency.

3.6.3. Global Consistency Test and its Implementation

The global consistency value, denoted asG, is simply the sum of
the weight, the coordinate consistency and the visibility consis-
tency:

G(pi
j) = w(pi

j) + C(pi
j) + V(pi

j)

The global consistency test eliminates all range measurements with
low consistency values. Specifically, a range measurementpi

j is
eliminated ifG(pi

j) < τG . The thresholdτG is set asmax(µG −
cσG , 0) whereµG andσG are the mean and the standard devia-
tion of G, andc is a small positive constant. We empirically chose
c = 2 in our experiments. Note that by adding the weight to the
global consistency value, and by forcingτG ≤ 0, we are preserv-
ing all measurements that do not have any neighbors from other
range images (i.e.,C(·) = 0) as long as there is no visibility in-
consistency with other measurements of higher weight than itself
(i.e.,V(·)≤ w(·)). This property lifts a requirement – which may
be difficult to satisfy – that every part of the object surface must be
sampled at least twice from different viewpoints.

Since the amount of range data in 3D modeling typically reaches
to several millions of points, an efficient algorithm for the global
consistency test is necessary. Due to the space limit, we will pro-
vide only the outline of our implementation: For each range im-
agei, the rest of range images are projected onto the range im-
age coordinate system ofi’th view. For each projected pointpk

l ,
if its projection coordinate(u′, v′) is inside the boundary ofi’th
range image, the coordinate consistency is tested betweenpk

l and
the points in the rigel corresponding to(u′, v′) of i’th range im-
age. Since projection coordinates will most likely be in floating
points, all four rigels surrounding the projection coordinate, each
weighted by linear interpolation, are considered. The visibility
consistency is tested only if the coordinate consistency test fails
(i.e., δc = 0). This process is performed for all projected points,
and for all range images.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We will now report experimental results on two objects: a polished
stainless steel bowl and a glazed ceramic seashell, both shown in
Fig. 4. Both objects have surface materials and shapes that are
highly likely to generate interreflections.
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Fig. 4. Objects used in the experiment

First, in order to show the improvement of our multi-peak
range imaging over the conventional range imaging methods, five
range images, by rotating 20 degrees each time, were acquired for
the bowl. Fig. 5(a) to (d) show one of the five range images pro-
duced by our multi-peak range imaging; (a) shows the intensity-
coded number of range measurements stored in each rigel, (b) the
3D points viewed from an angle slightly different from the line-
of-sight, (c) the 3D points after the local smoothness test conver-
gence, and (d) the 3D points after the global consistency test con-
vergence. Fig. 5(e) to (h) show the same result, but of the range
image produced by a conventional method that stores at most one
range measurement corresponds to the highest intensity peak on a
camera scan line. Notice that the range image produced by multi-
peak range imaging, after eliminating false measurements, is much
more dense compared to that produced by a conventional method.
The regions of missing range data in (h) correspond to the rigels in
(a) where multiple measurements were stored.

Fig. 5(i) to (k) show all five range images produced by multi-
peak range imaging where different colors represent different range
images; (i) shows the 3D points of original data, (j) after the lo-
cal smoothness test convergence, and (k) the final result after the
global consistency test convergence. Fig. 5(l) shows the final re-
sult using the conventional method. The figures in the next row,
(m) to (p), show the same data as (i) to (l) visualized from a dif-
ferent viewpoint. It is evident that our range imaging method pro-
duces much more dense and accurate data compared to the con-
ventional method. Notice in the final result that the false mea-
surements on the left corner were not eliminated. This is mainly
due to the fact that we did not sample the entire surface of the
bowl, and as a consequence, there was no data that would have
provided visibility constraints to these false measurements, for ex-
ample, the left side of the bowl. This also agrees with our claim
that the global consistency preserves all measurements that do not
have any neighbors from other range images as long as there is no
visibility inconsistency with other measurements.

In the second experiment, twenty seven range images cap-
turing the entire surface of the seashell were acquired using our
method. Fig. 5(q) shows the original data, (r) shows the data after
the local smoothness test convergence, (s) after the global con-
sistency test convergence, and finally (t) shows the integrated 3D
model. The figures in the next row, (u) to (x), again show the same
data visualized from a different viewpoint. The reconstructed 3D
model captures the fine details on the real object, even the regions
with severe concavities where interreflections are highly likely to
occur.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented new range acquisition and 3D recon-
struction methods that are capable of modeling specular objects.

Our multi-peak range imaging approach stores all the detected
peaks in each camera scan line, thus ensuring that one of the peaks
will correspond to a true illuminated point if it exists. A series
of tests, then, iteratively eliminates false measurements generated
by interreflections. We have shown through our experiments that
our approach can generate accurate 3D models of specular objects
with complex shapes.

Although the most of the thresholds are set dynamically using
the current data statistics, some values in the tests still need to be
defineda priori; for example, the thresholds in the local smooth-
ness test and the constantc in the global consistency test. The
values used in our experiment, in general, should work well, yet
a more robust approach for setting these values could improve the
performance.

Once we successfully remove all false measurements gener-
ated by interreflections and create a 3D model, we can trace back
the false measurements that were eliminated, and compute the lo-
cations on the object surface where the corresponding interreflec-
tions occurred. This information in return can be used to correct
or refine the geometry of current 3D model, and the process can
iterate until it converges. This can also provide useful information
about the surface property.

Another important future work is to extend our methods to
other types of optically challenging surfaces such as translucent or
highly absorptive surfaces.
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Fig. 5. (a)~(d): One of five range images acquired for the bowl using our multi-peak range imaging. (a) shows the intensity-coded number peaks (ranges),
(b) the original 3D points, (c) after the local smoothness test convergence, and (d) after the global consistency test convergence.(e)~(h): The same result
as in the first row, but of the range image produced by a conventional method.(i)~(k): All five range images using multi-peak range imaging. (i) the
original data, (j) after the local smoothness test convergence, and (k) after the global consistency test convergence.(l): After the global consistency test
convergence from the range images of conventional method.(m)~(p): The same data as in the third row visualized from a different viewpoint.(q)~(r):
Twenty seven range images acquired for the seashell. (q) the original data, (r) after the local smoothness test convergence, and (s) after the global consistency
test convergence.(t): The integrated 3D model.(u)~(x): The same data visualized from a different viewpoint.
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